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QUALITY CONTROL CIRCLES 

WILL THEY WORK AT SANDIA? 

FINDINGS FROM A REVIEW OF 66 SOURCES 

SAND--81-2021 

DE82 006867 

GENE H. JEYS 

DIVISION 1412 

ABSTRACT 

Quality Cont~ol Circles (QCC's) meet regularly to solve 
l.l,mited, bu.t~important, problems related directly to their work. 
The QCC is organized so that 'the worker becomes involved in 
problem solving and quality awareness in meaningful and crea
tive ways •. Participation·is voluptary. This concept has been 
successfully used in Japan ·for two decades. QCC' s are now being 
implemented · at an accelerating rate world-wide. There are 
questions as.to QCC's applicability in the United States and 
in particular with respect to an R&D facility such as Sandia. 
This paper summarizes information about the QCC concept with 
r~spect to its implementation and applicability to Sandia. 
Information was extraqted from 66 sources as noted in an 
Annotated Bibliography. Analysis techniques used by QCC's were 
utilized in the constru~tion of this paper, esp~cially with 
the Annotated Bibliography. 

,.....----~~--DISCLAIMER--------, 
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necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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KEY FINDINGS 

Results of this research are based on a study of 66 sources, 
as listed in the Annotated Bibliography. 

1. savings-to-cost ratio for QCC's is high: four-to-one is 
a conservative figure in the u.s.A. 

2. QCC's are employed successfully in many different types 
of industry, in at least ten world countries. 

3. The primary emphasis of Quality Control Circles (QCC's) is 
education and training in problem solving using statistical 
methods. 

4. Despite cultural differences, QCCis work well in most 
countries because the goals of a circle (education, 
communications, increased productivity, and higher quality) 
are common for all people. 

5. Where QCC's work well, top management is usually directly 
involved. 

6. Three major professional .societies actively support the 
QCC movement--ASQC, JUSE, IAQC. Eight professional QCC 
consultants are available, representing a large bndy· of 
knowledge and experience. 

7. The largest body of published information concerning QCC's 
emanates '·from the u.~.A. a11d Japan. 

8. Intense media exposure, combined with. word-of~rriouth frorn 
active QCC's, has raised public consciousness'of this . ' 
program. . . . ' 

9. Approxl:matety 68% of the problems encountered in the 
implementation of QCC' s arise in· four readily· c:Ie.finable 
areas. 

10. The QCC concept should be useful at Sandia in· such. areas 
as the Engineering/Purchasing, Engineeiing/Draftirtg, · 
General Stores, Raw Stocks, Fabrication sh'O:ps and 
Maintenance. 

) 

'•· 
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DEFINITION OF THE QUALITY CONTROL CIRCLE 

The key elements of a Quality Control Circle are~ 

1. The Circle Members 

QCC's consist of small groups of workers doing similar 
types of work, typically, 3 minimum, 15 maximum. Parti
cipation is voluntary. QCC's meet regularly (generally 
one hour a week) to solve limited, but important, 
problems related directly to the members' work. Management 
is informed of the QCC activities. The QCC is organized 
so that the worker becomes involved in problem solving and 
quality awareness in meaningful and creative ways. 

2. The Facilitator 

The facilitator's job, usually full time, involves training 
QCC leaders and serving as a liaison between circles and 
management. 

3. The Leader 

Generally, the leader is a first-line supervisor who has 
been thoroughly trained by a facilitator~ 

4. Problem Identification 

Problems can be identified as a result of QCC insight, manage
ment ~uggestion or some other source. 

5. Problem Selection 

It is extremely important that problems addressed by QCC's 
be selected by the QCC. This is a key to feelings of group 
autonomy. 

6. Training of QCC Members 

Members are trained by the leader. Training is usually 
accomplished in the first eight weeks of the hour-long 
meetings. The members work on problem selection and 
resolution concurrently with training. 
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7. Learned Problem-Solving Techniques 

Some techniques a QCC member learns are: 

a. Brainstorming 
b. Data Gathering 
c. Check Sheet Usage 
d. Pareto Analysis 
e. Cause/Effect Problem 

Analysis 

f. Presentation Methods 
g. Histogram Preparation 
h. Control Chart Preparation 
i. Stratification ·Diagram Usage 
j. Scatter Diagram Usage 

These techniques are kept as slinple and straightforward 
as possible. For example, stratification and scatter 
diagrams are generally not taught until a neeu fuL· tlu::!ir 
use arises. 

8. Presentation to Manag&nent 

QCC members learn how to make presentations to management 
through effective public speaking, use of visual aids, charts, 
advice from outside experts, etc. All memoers participaee 
in the preparation and presentation. Experience shows that 
tnis activity is important and rewarding to most members. 
Potential management personnel are sometimes identified 
through QCC's because the group is often a showcase for 
outstanding employees. 

9. Record Keeping 

It is important that some kind of measurements be made before 
the QCC's inception so that resulis can be reported 
objgctiv~ly. 

BACKGROUND 

Quality control Circles (QCC's) originated in Japan in 1962 
through the efforts of Dr. Kaoru Ishikawa, an Engineering 
Professor at Tokyo University. 
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In the early sixties, U.N. Secretary General U Thant said: 

... the central stupendous truth about developed 
economies today is that they can have--in anything 
but the shortest run--the kind and scale of 
resources they decide to have ..• It is no longer 
resources that limit decision. It is the decision 
that makes the resources. This is the fundamental 
revolutionary change--perhaps the most revolutionary 
Man has ever known. 1 

The history of the Quality Control Circle movement in 
Japan, with its attendant revolution in productivity and quality 
improvement, make U Thant's words even more prophetic. How 
did Japan, an island country with few natural resources other than 
its people, become a world leader in productivity and quality? 
What kind of decisions did its leaders make? 

It is an oversimplication to say that they listened and acted 
on the advice of three statisticians from the United States, 
Drs. Shewhart, Deming, and Juran, to accomplish their revolution. 
However, the advice of these men, along with the behavioral 
scientists, Maslow, Herzberg, and McGregor (also from the 
u.s.A.), was responsible for the success of the Japanese 
revolution in quality and productivity as the advice of Frank
lin, Jefferson, and Adams was to our own political revolution. 

Furthermore, the revolution in quality and productivity begun 
by Japan may have even more far-reaching results for our world 
than our own American political revolution. Witness the words 
of Dr. Ishikawa in an address at the ASQC 25th Annual 
Technical Conference: 

It il'5 people who implement quality control. Unless 
provision is made for the improvement of the quality 
level of these people, good quality control will not 
be forthcoming. That is why my motto in promoting 
quality control is, "~uality control starts with and 
ends with education." 

In 1962 at the time QCC's started in Japan, industry was forced 
to recruit large numbers of young people and train them in the 

----------
1u. Thant, as quoted by Gordon r .. Lippitt, Organizational 

Renewal, pp. 14. 

2Ishikawa, Kaoru, "Quality Control Starts and Ends with 
Education, Quality Progress, August 1972. 
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technological aspects of their work. These people have worked 
with the techniques used by QCC's for many years. Many have 
expanded their education and have developed into competent 
managers. It seems reasonable to conjecture that as the 
management systems in the United States adapt to the 
competitive threat of Japan and other world nations, many u.s. 
corporations will utilize some of these people as consultants 
or managers. 

There are already several Japanese owned and managed plants in 
the United States, using local workers. Thei:.t: track record is 
excellent and ~hey are being closely monitored by their 
competition. Quasar, Sony, and Honda are three that immediately 
come to mind. 

NUMBER OF QCC's 
·----

Country 1~62 1~68 1974 1900 
- --· ·- ··-

Japan sta.rted .30,UUU 4UU,UUU l,UUU,UUU 
Plus . -·· -

Ko:rt!a ---- 11110----- Std.L·t~u 32,000 

Brazil ---- __ ......,._ Started 30,000 

. 
USA ---- ---- Started 10,000 

- ·-. 

Figure 1 - DEVELOPMENT OF QCCS 

Figure 1 illustrates how the Japanese Quality Control circle 
movement has grown and the activity level in other countries 
with significant activity. 

-... ,~. 
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QCC's are employed successfully in many different industries, 
such as ~echanical fabrication, electronics, service, process, 
aerospace, automobile, and others. 

Japan, Korea, Brazil, and the u.s.A. are presently using QCC's 
with much success. Mexico, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, Sweden, 
West Germany, and Australia are starting up. Despite the vast 
cultural differences among these countries, QCC's work well 
because the goals of circles (education, improved communications, 
increased productivity, and higher quality) are common goals 
of all people. Jim Rooney, Quality Engineering Manager at the 
Rolls-Royce Factory in Derby England, says: 

"QCC's are a 'Gilt-edged investment'". 3 

According to Rooney, Rolls-Royce's saving-to-cost return on QCC's 
is 10-1. However, in J'apan where there are over 1,000,000 
active QCC's, many plants do not use QCC's and in others they have 
failed. 

Robert Cole, Director for Japanese Studies at the University 
of Michigan says, 

QC circles are not a panacea for solving worker
management relations or improving quality. They do 
provide a vehicle for unlocking the potential for 
worker contribution to the organization. 4 

Development of Quality Control Circles 

,. 

Examination of the 66 sources listed in the Annotated Bibli
ography Appendix 1 disclosed eight problems commonly 
encountered in implementation of QCC's in the u.s.A. They are 
listed in Figure 2 sheet 9. · 

3 
---·---

Arbose, Jules, R., Associate Editor, "Quality Control Circles: 
The West Adopts a Japanese Concept'', International Management, 
December 1980, pp. 31-39. 

4cole, Robert E., "Will QC Circles Work in the U.S.?" Qunlity 
Progress, July 1980. 
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B. 

c. 

D. 

E. 
F. 
c. 

H. 

---·--· --

Obtaining Gupport of Middle 
Management. 
Cultural Differences Between 
Japan and the United States. 
Identification and Training 
of PacilitatorE:. 
Differences in Division of 
Labor. 
Proper Visibility and Reporting. 
Union Obiections. 
Laclt of Support. by Profeliliional 
Organizations. 
Lank of Training Materials. 

Figure 2 - PARETO DIAGRAM* OF EIGHT MOST COMMON PROBLEMS 
ENCOUNTERED IN IMPLEMENTATION OF QUALITY CONTROL CIRCLES. 

*One definition of a Pareto diagram is a device that enables one 
to separate the important few from the trivial many. 
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As Figure 2 shows, 68% of the problems encountered in imple
mentation of QCC's are found in four areas: 

A. Obtaining Support of Middle Management 
B. Cultural Differences B'etween Japan and the u.s.A. 
c. Identification and Training of Facilitators 
D. Differences in Division of Labor 

We will now examine these areas in detail. 

A. Obtaining Support of Middle Management 

It is presupposed that where QCC's are implemented, upper 
management has indicated some measure of support for them. 
However, middle management usually bears the brunt of anything 
new that is to be tried. Dr. ·Deming, the respected American 
consultant who advised Japan on statistical quality control 
in the early SO's, writes: 

The plant manager has the devil's own job--he has 
everything in the world to look a;ter, .•. and 
here's another dumped in his lap. · 

Every manager has seen new ideas that were supposed to revolu
tionize the way things were done. Some work as advertised, 
but many fail. Most managers only have to be burned once to 
be wary of new ideas. 

Sidney Rubinstein, president of Participative Systems, Incor
porated, provides some other reasons for.the lack of middle 
management support for QCC's: 

The style of management has an effect on the types 
and growth of participation programs. Japanese 
managers operate in a consensus milieu. In large part, 
because of the tradition of lifetime employment for 
males in Japan, the managers of an organization learn 
to work cooperatively and to decide policy by·a process 
of consensus. Value is placed on the continuation of 
policy from one manaye:L tu another. This atmosphere 
was particularly coridu'cive to the development of its 
required broad-based and continuous support for the QC 
Circle from the management and technical staffs. 

5Deming, w. Edward, "The Statistical Control of Quality," 
March 1980. 
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The American style is conflict management -
competition between managers and also between 
labor and management. There is no denying that 
competition has had some very positive results. 
However, when the support, cooperation, interest, 
and satisfaction of workers is lacking, human 
and physical resources are being wasted. A new style 
of management must evolve. 

It is characteristic in the United States' system 
that managers are moved fairly often or move of 
their own volition. A manager is encouraged to 
change methods and to feel that he has to make 
his own track record. He feels the safest changes 
are tho3c involving no or little cost. Changes in 
technology, machinery, and process are costly-
discontinuing human resource programs is not. 
Thus, human resource programs are particularly 
vulnerable to changes in management. 

While management interest and motivation for 
worker participation has continued to grow for 
vaL·luu~;:; L t:!d~;:;uu~;:; uvt:!l' L11e ,!;JC15 L l!!:n years, i·t i.!!l 
still primarily the interest of a small minority 
of enlightened managers. Until a critical lllass 
of managers support the philosophy it will be 
necessary to provide in the system a means which 
will encourage continuation when there is a change 
in ma.na.gernet'lt .. 

There is another reason why such programs are suscep
tible to discontinuation. Managers are competitively 
evaluated on short term results and are looking for 
short term pay-out. When dealing with human resources 
we are investing in the future. Training people and 
building up mutual trust is a long term process with 
short term benefits.b 

Employee participatory programs are being urged upon Inanagers in 
our country. In fact a recent issue of the Bell Telephone 
Magazine was filled with articles about Bell Telephone's Inana
gerial problems concerning changeover to the Quality of Work 
Life Program. QCC's may offer a unique opportunity to 1mplement 
a more people oriented system for our managers at Sandia. 

6 Rubinstein, Sidney P., "Integrating Quality Control and Quality 
Work Life, 1979, ASQC Technical Conference Transactions-Houston, 
Texas. 
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B. Cultural Differences Between Japan and u.s.A. 

Donald Dewar, a participant in the Lockheed QCC Experiment in 
1974, charged with the development of the training materials to 
support Lockheed's highly successful QCC's program, speaks of 
the cultural difference problem: 

Have Quality Circles been successful in the 
Western Wor·ld? The companies operating Quality 
Circle programs respond with an enthusiastic, 
"Yes." Perhaps a more pertinent question should 
be, "Will the concept continue to grow until it 
represents a formidable, enduring, and permanent 
presence in the Western World? ------------

Quality Circles are being established in an 
increasing number of companies. Each of these 
programs are gaining support and growing. The 
momentum is building. Quality Circles are making 
it in the Western World because they are achieving 
their goals of quality improvement, cost reduction, 
and higher level of employee morale. Quality 
Circles are making it in the Western World because 
they

7
can do all these things and still pay their 

way. 

When a manager responds to an introduction to QCC's by saying, 
"Why I'm already doing t.hat with my people," he is more than 
likely confusing his objectives with implementation. Improve
ment in conununication, quality, production and working 
conditions are goals common to all mankind, regardless of 
culture. It is in the implementation of management skills 
and tools that cultures differ. Quality Control Circles are 
another way of moving toward the common goals of all people, 
luheritant in many participatory plans. 

A conclusion about the subject of cultural differences at Sandia 
might be that, due to the nature of our environment most of the 
Sandia managers already know how to deal with cultural differences. 
Their everyday job performance demands that ability. In this 
area we may be in a unique position to have this seeming 
impediment to the successful implementation of QCC's be minimal. 

c. Identification and Training of Facilitators 

Wayne s. Rieker, the Manufacturing Manager of Lockheed Missile 
and Space Division, Sunnyvale, California, where the first QCC's 

7Dewar, Donald L., "Can Quality Circles Make It in the Western 
Western World," 1979- ASQC Technical Conference Transactions 
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were started in the United States, has this to say of the 
facilitator: 

\fuat attributes should an effective facilitator possess? 
Primarily, this individual ~hould be a well organized 
self-starter; should care about people and enjoy working 
with shop personnel as well as management; believe in 
participative management and be willing to give credit 
to others. In fact, QCC's believe that the selection of 
a facilitator should be based on an individual's personal 
attributes more so than his or her background. Since 
the techniques involved are simple to understand and 
apply, there is no need to select a "cold fish" 
statistician. Instead, choose someone who believes in 
people and .il:;; conunitted to the philosophy of QC Circles. 8 

The qualifications of a good facilitator are repeated over and 
over in the research suur~~l:;;. In general they arc1 

1. Likes people 
2. Is a leader 
1. A good train$r 
4. Has a manufacturing background 
5. Is responsible 

Here is an area where a perceptive manager can obtd.iU some 
excellent help in his management job. A QCC facilitator is 
in a position to observe and understand the root cause of all 
sorts of people problems. He can aid a manager who is 
seeking answers to the same problems if the manager will allow 
him to do so. 

D. Differences in Division of Labor 

Dr. J. M. Juran, one of the early pioneers of the quality 
revolution in Japan, the author of the Quality Control Handbook, 
the bible of quality control, has this to say about the 
oifferences of division of labor between Japan and the u.s.: 

8 Rieker, Wayne s., Ol1ality Control Circles, the Key to Employee 
Performance Improvement - 1980 ASQC Western Regional Conference 
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The Western manager may look askance at the high 
fringe benefit percentages of Japanese companies 
{as do some Japanese managers). But the Western 
company has paid the price both ways--it is taxed 
to pay the benefits, and has lost the leadership 
to boot. ~o regain this leadership is a long 
journey and the present generation of managers 
will not make it {in my opinion.) 

Secondly, the Japanese concept of organization 
of work differs markedly from that followed in 
the West, especially that followed in the United 
States. American companies ... have gone far down 
the road of separating manufacturing planning from 
execution. 

The engineers play the dominant, if not the 
exclusive, role in planning, leaving to the produc
tion supervision the execution of the plan. The 
Western European countries tend to give the top 
managers the main role in the planning, really a 
dual role of directing and engineering. However, 
the Japanese evolution resulted in less formal 
planning, either by the engineers or the top managers. 
There remained a considerable residue of planning to 
be done by someone else, i.e., the production super
vision. This evolution has, of cou~se, enlarged the. 
responsibility of Gemba-cho. (Gemba-cho is the 
Japanese foreman's organization, out of which grew 
QCC's.) In turn, the carrying out of these broader 
responsibilities has broadened the skills and 
effectiveness of the.Gemba-cho. (We have some of this 
in America, in some job shops and in some service 
departments where there has been no tradition of 
extensive use of engineers for planning.)9 

The date of Dr. Juran's quotation is 1967--the prophecy is 
real in 1981. Despite Juran's pessimism, there is some 
evidence that the slumbering giant of u.s. quality and 
production may be on the verge of awakening. There has been 
a rapid growth in the body of information about QCC's. The public 
is increasingly made aware· of the movement by the news media. 
An NBC Special "If Japan Can, Why Can't We?" was very favorably 
received and discussed widely by the general public. ~apan 
and the USA, through their professional societies, publish by 
far the most literature on the subject. The IAQC {International 
Association for Quality Circles) is growing rapidly. At least 
eight professional consultants are actively working with quality 
control circle implementation. {See Appendix 2.) 

------··---
9Juran, J. M., "The Quality Circle Phenomenon," Industrial 
Quality Control, January 1967 
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Further, at least three professional societies are actively 
supporting the movement: American Society of Quality Control, 
Japanese Union of Scientists and Engineers, International 
Association of Quality Circles. 

The division of labor is not as pronounced at Sandia as it 
is at production facilities or the large auto assembly 
plants. However, it is a reality at Sandia and if viewed 
from one perspective can account for much of the misunder
standing that occurs between employees and their managers. 
Enligh~ened management is always seeking methods to mitigate 
misunderstanding between themselves and employees. QCC' s appear 
'to be one of the more promising vehicles to accomplish this. 

'SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Quality Circles in Japan have grown from their start in 1962 
with four circles to more than 1,000,000 circles in 1980. More 
than 10,000 QCC's are employed successfully in many types of 
industry in the United ~tates. 

Of the problems encountered in the implemem:.ation uf successful 
QCCs in the USA, 68% are found in four definable areas: 

A. Lack of middle management support 
B. Cultural differences between Japan and the USA 
c. Locating and training of facilitators 
D. Division of labor 

Despite the problems encountered in their implementation, QCC' s 
are and will continue to be used more and more in the USA because 
the goals of QCC's, (education, better communication, increased 
productivity, and higher quality) are cowaon goals to most of 
our people: workers or· ntandgers. 

The advantages of QCC's can fit into the Sandia picture based 
on a uniqueness in two respects: ( 1) We haVe long-term p(:!uplE::! 
goals. ( 2) Our managers are already skilled in dealing with 
cultural differences. Further, our managera can use the help 
QCC's offer in understanding root causes of people problems and 
mitigation of division of labor problems. 

Communication is a primary tool at Sandia National Laboratories. 
In my own experience, good couununications were effectively 
used in the Underground Test and Space Programs, where each 
individual's input was highly valued by all others.. We couldn't 
afford less; we were too few. I believe that the Quality 
Circle Program has been shown to be an excellent communication 
tool. Sandia National Laboratories employs a highly qualified 
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group of people, many of whom have a great deal to contribute. 
The QCC concept, if implemented, can provide these people a 
vehicle to contribute their ideas and skills at problen1 solving, 
through better communication. 

I see a possibility for QCC use in different organizations such 
as Engineering, Drafting, Purchasing, Fabrication Shops, and so 
forth. But, I also see an opportunity to expand this concept 
by working with volunteers of more than one shop in an effort 
to improve communications between groups of workers. For 
instance, a QCC that involved both Engineering and Drafting 
could work out some of the problems at understandable levels 
so that a better job could be accomplished. 

Other groups, such as secretaries, could gather various methods 
used in individual departments to improve their methods and 
styles. 

However, overriding all of these reasons is one other. QCC's 
appear to be a new Inanagement tool that is just now getting 
underway in our country. Already three of our suppliers, 
Minneapolis Honeywell; Bendix, Kansas City; and Gulton Industries, 
Albuquerque, are using Q8C's. Our parent company, Western Electric, 
has several plants using QCC's. 

As managers of a prestigious research laboratory, it seems 
reasonable to expect that we ought to know if QCC's are a good 
tool or not. Perhaps some experimentation is in order. 

Effective QCC's can be formed at Sandia with the following 
guidelines as a minimum: 

1. Obtain the support of top management (Director or Vice 
President). 

2. Form a Steering Committee that represents a cross-section 
of the organization. 

3. Have a professi~nal consultant inform the managers about 
QCC's. 

4. Establish the areas where potential QCC's might be formed. 

5. Assure that middle managP.mPnt i~ fully informed abouL 
QCC's before proposing a circle in their area. If a 
manager does not show enthusiasm for the idea, try some 
other area. 

6. Select a facilitator and see that he is fully trained. 
He should visit other Quality Circles in the area and 
attend a facilitator's training course as a minimum. 
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7. Publicize the QCC idea in the Lab News, Employee Bulletins, 
and by meetings between employees and managers. 

8. Keep the union representatives fully informed of all steps 
of implementation. In many plants a union representative 
is on the Steering Committee. 

9. Ask for volunteers to start a pilot circle or circles. 

10. Have the facilitator, with the assistance of the training 
group, train the circle leaders. A circle leader is usually 
the first line supervisor. 

11. Stand by for action! 1 

As u.s. management adapts to the chall~:w~e of world competition 
in quality and productivity, the Japanese style of management 
is beins studied more and more carefully. From the interest 
and support already being provided by uuL ~LO[essional 
societies, consultants, and news media, it appears that Quality 
Control Circles may well be an idea whose time has come. 

' 
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APPENDIX 1 - ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

This Annotated Bibliography was organized by use of an 
Ishikawa diagram {see pg. 18). This is a QCC technique 
that graphically organizes the material in ways that tend 
to show the user how the infonnation is related to the 
subject he is addressing. 

For ex~nple, note that the preponderance of the material 
relates to u.s. and Japan. Secondly, many consultants have 
written articles on the subject. Third, electronic, automobile 
and aerospace companies are mentioned most frequently. Fourth, 
most of the material talks about success; failure is the subject 
in ten articles. 

To use the Ishikawa diagrffin, match the number found under the 
subject you are interested in with the same number in the 
bibliography. Note that the number may appear under more than 
one subject. For instance, No. 1 is found under Miscellaneous, 
Fabrication, Succeeded, Consultants, and Other Countries. 



1. Jl.lexander, Orjan B. (President, EKAB, Karlskoga, Sweden), "QC Circles In Scandinavia," 
Quality Progress, July 1978 

Circles are active in several Scandinavian plants, thanks to help fro1n Lockheed's 
Wayne s. Rieker, and Jefferson Beardsley. 

2. Amsden, Robert T .. and Davida M., "A Look at Q.C. Circles," Tooling and Production, June 
1980, pp 102-106 (Robert A~sden is chairman of the ASQC Steering Committee on QC Circles). 

Excellent example of a QCC in action in an automotive part manufacturing co1npany, 
covers production aspects, Union Response Parallels concept with "Task Team" concept. 

3. Babbit, Robert c. "Quality Circles Do Succeed," Unpublished-paper submitted for 
publication to Quality Progress and given at 34th Northeast Quality Control 
Conference, Portland, ME, October 9, 1980 

Presentation of ~nerican Biltrite Corporation, experience with quality circles. 

4. Beardsley, J. F., and Dewar, D. L., "Quality Circles," J. F. Beardsley and Associates, 
International, 1977 

Beardsley and Dewar, both of whom are now independent quality circle consultants, 
were part of the original QCC Team from Lockheed. They have put their heads 
together to write a manual on quality circles. At times a bit simplified, this 
manual is good for how to do it information, as well as some what not to do advice. 

5. Bell Telephone Magazine, O'Leary, L. K., "Stylus Virum Arguit," style reveals the 
person (and manager) 

How a high ranking Bell manager views the quality of work-life program. 
"Positively~" he says, "Many of us are managing people who grew up in the '60s 
using management techniques we learned in the '50s." 

6. Cole, Robert E., "Made in Jlapan- Quality Control Circles," Across the Board, 
Volume 16, No. 11, pp 72-78, 1979 

Mr. Cole discusses the success/failure and associated problems with implementation of 
QCC' s. The Lockheed experience is discussed in detail. He feels the General Motors 
experiement with circles is an excellent one to watch, since all of the attendant 
problems are present in the auto industry. Aerospace Industry, such as Hughes and 
Lockheed is a natural place for installation of QCCs in that existing conditions are 
favorable to their acceptance and success. Much of the thrust of his paper is the 
discussion of problems of implementation of circles due to middle management's attitudes. 



7. Cole, Robert~., "Will QC Circles work in the US?" C·ualitv Progress, July 1980. 

Mr. Cole, Directo= for Japanese studies, University of Michigan, says, perhaps, wit~ 
qualifications. The fact is that circles do not work well in many Japanese companies. 
He feels the ·::oncept is applicable but obstacles must be overcome to make it 
successful. ~iddle management, unions, and quality attitudes are all serious probla~s. 

8. Courtright, \villi.iam E. , "Quality Circles at Hu:Jhes Aircraft, " ASQC Technical 
Conference Tr~nsactions, Houston, Texas, 1979 

Quality circle program at Hughes Aircraft Company, as repo=ted by a senior staff 
engineer, started with four circles in Ja~uary 1977, ~as grown to 12 divisions with 

350 people by 1979. Shows a four-to-one payback. Lists results and problem areas 
with suggestions ~s to so::..ving the problems. 

9. Deming, Edwards w., Dr •. , •The Statistical Control of Quality," Quality, February, March 
1980, pp 34-36, pp 38-41. 

Interview of Dr. Deming by Quality, Dr. Deming introd·.Jced statistical quality contrcl 
to Japanese a£ter WorlC. War II. Discusses differences bebveen Japanese and US managements' 
acceptance of statistical quality control and the ensuing results. He feels QC circles are a 
benefit but are limited in scope, are more culturally adapted. Does not think US can catch Japar. 
in production or quality. 

10. Deming, J. Edwards, "Statistical Co::1.trol :)f Quality in Japan," ICQC 69, Tokyo, 
pp 367-370 

Address by the respected American consultant en statistical. QC. Provides excellent 
overview of the use of SQC as a complete tool. Demin:J says SQC is the tool that 
can do it all. 

11. Dewar, Donald L., "Can Quality Circles Make It In the Western World?" ASQC Technical 
Conference Transactions - Houston, Texas, 1979 

Consultant fer quality circles says, "yes." [ewar was responsible for developing the 
training materials and skills to establish the first QCC Program at Lockheed. 

12. Dewar, Donalc. L. ·~Quality Circles: Answers to 100 ?requently Asked Questions. " Dewar 
Associates, ~ed Bluff, California. 

Good overviev.· of tl:e concept. 



13. Easlick, David K. (President, Michigan Bell), "To See Ourselves as Others See Us," 
Bell Telephone Magazine, 1980 

The Quality of Work Life Program is not without some traumatic experiences. 

14. Fukuda, "The Reduction o:: Quality Defects by the Application of A cause and 
Effect Diagram with the Addition of Cards," Int. J. Prod. Res., 1968, Volume 16, 
No4 4, pp 305-319. 

An illustration of the practical use of one of the analysis techniques commonly 
used by quality circles. 

15. Goodfellow, Matthew, "Quality Control Circle Programs--What Works and What 
Doesn't'," University Research Center, Chicago, Illinois. Paper submitted for 
publication in Quality Progress, March 1981. 

Reasons why quality circles didn't work in 21 out of 29 plants surveyed. Much 
theory of behavior summed up in "The Foreman Doesn't Know How to Listen." Paper 
is well written, very readable and interesting but does not live up to the promise 
of its title. 

16. Gottschalk, Earl c., Jr., "US Firms Worried by Productivity Lag, Copy Japan in 
Seeking Employees Advice," Wall Street Journal, February 21, 1980, pp 40. 

General article summarizing status of quality circle activities in several US 
companies4 Also, states opinions of consultants. 

17. Green, Richard, "Creating an Environment for Innovation," Tooling and Production, June 198o, PP 244. 

Points up contribution of approach to R&D that "Recognizes and rewards technical 
people who prefer to remain individual contributors rather than be promoted to 
supervisory positions," innovative management at International Harvesters R&D 
facility at Burr Ridge~ IL. 

18. Handley, Joseph, "Our Experience with Quality Circles," Quality Progress, 1980, 

Views Federal Products Corporation, a manufacturer of precision measuring 
instruments, experience in implementing quality circles. They use part-time 
facilitators, used an outside consulting firm and took 23 weeks to implement 
plan. 



19. Hird I John F. (western Electric I Baltimore, t-ID) I "Japan Is QC Circles, Industrial 
Engineering, Volume 4, 1972 

Interesting paper; provides insight into management techniques in Japan as well 
as some other cou~tries of the world. Mr. Hird is a Fellow of ASQC, a Fellow of 
the American Association for the Advancemer:t of Science and, surprisingly, an 
ordained Episcopal priest who serves as vicar of the Chapel of St. Andrew The 
Fisherman, Mayo, MD, besides performing consult:.ng and systems planning in 
quality and cost control and statistica~ engineering at Western Electric. 

20. Hirose, Kazuo, "The Present Situation and Reconsideration of QC Circle 
Activities in Kobe Steel Ltd.," ICOCr 1969, Tokyo 

Kobe Steel employs 30 ,00•0 people in 20 plants. The high level of education 
in Japan is stressed. "The ever progressing QC circle is serving as a prime 
mover of the drastic development of Japanese industries." 

21. Indust!Y Week, February 1977, pp 62-64, "Talking Iri Circles Improves Quality" 

General summary of QCC's. Thrust is on US industry reborrmving what the 
Japanese borrowed originally from US. 

22. Industry Week, October 1979, "Quality Control Circles Pay Off Big" 

Report of team from Industry Week who toured Japan and observed UCC's. 
be easier to get US workers to participate than their managers. 

It may 

23. Iron Age, December 1972, "Quality Sagging? Workers Depressed? Try These ideas." 

Ideas presented by Sidney Rubinstein, consultant for participative management. 
QCC's help reduce boredom, get worker involved. 

24. Imaizurni, Masumasa., "Foreman's Role in Quality Control In Japan," Industrial 
Quality Control, ~uly 1966 

Foreman's role from a Japanese point of view. Provides insight into attitudes 
and responsibilit::.es of the Japanese forenan. 



25. Imizumi, Masumasa, "Quality ·:ircles in Japan," ICQC, 1969, Tokyo 

Excellent summary of QCC's history from a numerical point of view.· ·Paper is broken 
down into several segments t~at reflect growth and progress of QCC's; of interest are 
the results of several surveys concerning themes, times of meetings, what QCC's wish 
to work on in the future. 

26. Inagaki, Y.; l-tizuno, S.; and Matsuo, H., "Training of Line Operators Through Self 
Development," ICQC, 1969, Tokyo 

Provides an excellent insight into the Japanese commitment to education and quality 
control. Statistical methods are used to illustrate how preset targets are met. 
The training procedure is outlined in a flow chart that illustrates the Japanese 
concept of horizontal flow of information, rather than vertical. 

27. Quality Circles at the Western Electric Plant at Shreveport, LA. Statistical 
Quality Control News Letter Inter Plant Conununications, Vol. 14. No. 1. 

Enthusiastic endorsement of QCC Program at that facility. 

28. Ishikawa, Kaoru, "Education and Training of Quality Control in Japanese Industry," 
ICQC, 1969, Tokyo, pp. 423-26. 

Quality Circles are only a part of the overall quality control approach in Japan. 
The thoroughness of the Japanese approach to quality control is overwhelming. 
Dr. I~hikawa spells it out in detail. 

29. Ishikawa, Kaoru (University of Tokyo), "Quality Control Starts with Education," 
Quality Progress, August 1972. 

Address to the 25th ASQC Technical Conference. Quality control for this man is 
a way toward world peace and prosperity. 

30. Ishikawa, Kaoru, "Guide to Quality Control," Asian Productivity Organization, 
ISBN-92-833-1036-5. 

Excellent teaching manual, written for Japanese foremen by the father of the QCC 
movement. This is basic information directly from the "horse's mouth," not clouded 
by opinion or interpretation. 



31. Iwaja, Tomoji (c~·lief Quality Standards Branch, Keihin Works), "Promoting QC Circle 
Activities," ]CQ·:. 1969, T:::>i<yo, pp. 379-382. 

Keihin Works employs 20,000 people and anLual~y produ~es about five million tons of 
crude steel. The paper is difficult to read but enlightening as to the approach the 
Japanese used to implement •JCCs. It is sis-nificant that the ge::1eral works manager 
personally educated the foreman. 

32. Jeys, Gene (Sandia National Laboratories) and Jeys, Evelyn (City of Albuquerque) 
"Quality Circles--A Revolutionary Approach to Improved Quality and Production," 
Unpublished paper of general interest presenting steps for implementation of Quality 
Circles and a brief history of the movement. Contains an annotated bibliography of 
14 reference sources. 

33. Juran, J. M., "The Quality Circle Phenomenon," Industrial Quality Control, January 
1967. 

The classic paper on QCC's. Juran predicts in 1967 that because of the approach Japan 
took toward quality that they were heading for world leadership in quality and would 
attain it in the next two decades because no :::>:1e else has moved there at the same 
pace. Prophetic words in 1980!! 

34. Juran, J. t-1., "Quality Control of Service--the 1974 Japanese Symposium," Quality 
Progress, April 1976, pp. 10-13. 

Summary of papers presentee on a wide variety of topics & industry. Only a 
smattering of QCC information. However, ~he paper provides the reader with a feel 
for the quality attitudes in Japan.· 

35. ·Juran, J. M., "Japanese and Western Quality--.:-A Contrast," Quality Progress . 

Using color TV as the comparative, Juran concludes "I have no hesitancy in 
predicting that by the end of the 1980s, Japanese quality leadership will be the 
subject of far more discussion and action than has been the case to date." 

36. Juran, J. M., "International Significance of the QC Circle Movement," International 
QC Circle Convention, Tokyo, October 16, 1978 

Excellent general information~ QCC''s utilize education, experience, and creating of 
work force; companies benefit in many ways. Transferring the QC Circles concept 
involves separation of the commonalities frora the myths. Paper lists t~e myths 
versus facts. Outlines QCC's, their application in US and other countr~es. 



37. Johnson, Richard Tanner and Ouchi, William G. "Made in America (Under Japanese 
Management)," Harvard Business Review, Vol. 52, 1974 

There are basic differences in managerial structure u.s. vertical, Japan, 
horizontal. There are reasons for th~ differences, cultural mostly. Times are 
changing and perhaps some of our deep-seated American values are inappropriate 
for these times. The West could accorrunodate ten thousand John Wayne's spread 
over the vast landscape. But millions of John Wayne's employed under ten 
thousand corporate roofs may not, in the long run, prove workable. 

38. Kanter, Rosabeth, Moss and Stein, Barry A., "The Education Revolution," Bell 
Telephone Magazine, 1980. 

Two consultants tell why Quality of Worklife efforts succeed and fail. 

39. Karatsu, Hajime, "Quality in Japan," Quality, February 1980, p. 53. 

"Quality" involves nothing extraordinary--except technique. 

40. Keebler, Jim, "Quality Perceived," Tooling and Production, June 1980, p. 71 Editorial. 

"Quality control is--or should be--a state of mind." 

41. Kobayashi, Kihachi (Chief Engineer), "Quality Control Group Activities in Total 
QC System of Hitachi Totsuka Works," Proceedings of ICQC, 1969, Tokyo, pp. 363-366. 

The QC approach is by team. The techniques used are those used in QCC's. The 
Japanese move slowly (because of consensus) but thoroughly. This approach appears 
to build commitment. Five M's stressed in analysis: machines, materials, 
methods, men, measur~nents. 

42. Kondo, Yoshio, "Promoting QC Activities Through Mutual Reliance," ICQC, 1969, 
Tokyo (Professor of Metallurgy, Kyto University, Japan). 

QC through mutual reliance is based on concept that all people are reliable and 
they can rely on each other. An ~llustration of how the Japanese do not separate 
control from human behavior. It takes quality people to attain quality. 

43. Lin, Hsiu-Shyong (Plant I~nager, Affiliated Production Training Works, Ming Chi 
Institute of Technology, the Republic of China), ICQC, 1969, Tokyo. 

Provides insight into self-evaluation techniques used to evaluate effectiveness 
of QCC's in China. Cultural differences are obvious here, but the ideas are sound 
and with modification mig~t work in other cultures as well. 



44. N.B.c. White Paper, "If Japan Car: ... Why Can't We," produced fer June 24, 1980, 
presentation. 

The script of this well-shown TV program provides c. less than in-depth study of 
quality circles and quality concerns. 

45. Norris, Floyd (Associated Press l:usiness writer), "Falling Productivity a Woe With 
Many Causes, Few Solutions," Albuquerque Journal, July E, 1980. 

Well written, informative, gene=al article. ConteLt is sllinmed up in its title. 

46. Pabst, Willia.-n R., "Motivating People in Japan," Qt:.ality Progress, October 1972. 

Excellent histor~· of the quality revolution in Japc.n since WW II. A good 
example of why the competition :_shaving so much st:.ccess. Provides seven 
observations taken in six Japanese plants. Observa.tions were: intensity of work, 
mechanization, cleanliness, humanitarian world outlook, quality programs, from 
copying to qua!ity products, and beyond qua~ity. 

47. "Putting the '3uzz' Word to \'lor}:," Production Roun::l Table Production, June 1980, 
pp.86-9l. 

Round table discussion by six corporate vice presicents and three other participants 
of the various wc.ys they deal with production quality problems in their plants. 
Revealing, but not particularly helpful, relevant to quality circles. 

48. No title. Listir:g of 23 types ·of approaches that ::~~im at increasing worker 
productivity ~hile increasing job satisfaction, Pr=duction, June 1980, pp. 84-85, 92. 

49. "Does America I:eserve a Black E~·e for Quality?" Production, March 1981, pp. 79-85·. 

Good summary of the quality problems facing u.s. at present. Also has results of 
public survey versus ASQC members with reference to their assess~ent of quality. 
Nothing specific about quality circles. 

SO. Production, April 1981, "The Quality Push Is On." 

Second half of tv.-o-part article on the grow:ii.ng com::ern about quality in U.s. Results 
of a questionnaire sent to Production magazine subscribers are reported with some of 
the more significant comments. M3ny of the comments reflect typical production 
managers' reactions and attitudes about quality. 



51. Quong, Ha:::ry, "QC Circle-Evolution of Revolution," ASQC Technical Conference 
Transactions, Philadelphia. 

Mr. Quong, Chief, Reliability and Quality Assurance, NASA, urges NASA 
suppliers to give QC Circles a try. He believes with proper planning, 
management, employee union support QCC's can improve quality and reduce 
cost. Can pick up slack when you don't have money for expensive QA. 

52. Rieker, Wayne s .. "The Quality Circle Pehnomenon, An Update," ASQC Technical 
Conference Transactions, Houston, Texas, 1979. 

Paper examines reasons for slow growth of Quality Circle movement in u.s., by 
the person responsible for bringing QCCs to u.s. in 1974. He poses problems, then 
offers suggested solutions. Good working paper. 

53. Rieker, Wayne s., "Quality Control Circles," ASQC Western Regional Conference, 
1980. 

Details Lockheed's experience with Quality Circles. The author was manufacturing 
manager at Lockheed Missiles and Space. He is now a QCC consultant. Provides 
thorough plan for implementing Quality Circles. 

54. Rubenstein .. Sidney P., "Participative Quality Control," ICQC, 1969, Tokyo. 
\ 

Rubenstein cites his experience in u.s. industry with a program he sees as 
similar to QCC's. His table on myth and reality in a problem solving project 
at United States Envelope Company is informative. Rationale for having hourly 
workers exchange information in seminars held in various parts of the country 
is explained. 

55. Rubenstein, Sidney, "Participative Nanagement: New Approaches to Human Work 
Resources," Professional Engineer, December 1972. 

Rubenstein provides some good reasons for American management to get moving 
in the direction of better training for the incr~asingly. younger work force. 



56. Rubenstein, Sidney P., "Integrating Quality Control and Quality of Work life," 
ASQC Technical Conference Transactions, Ho~ston, Texas, 1979. 

This paper provides answers to some naggin~ questions o=ten glossed over in other 
more salesman-like reviews of Quality Circl3s. T~ere really is a major difference 
in the climate between Japan and u.s. for i~plemen~ing Quality Control Circles. Cost 
effectiveness does not necessari:y mean that the QCC system will survive in u.s. 
There are several other factors involved. Quality control engineering should be 
combined with t.he a<ivances in the behavioral sciences for success. 

57. Rubenstein, Sidney P. 
1980. 

"QWL and the Technical Societies," Quality Progress, April 

Concepts of Quality of Work Life and how they can be integrated into our technical 
society. Quality Control Circles may !be the best vehicle for the needed breakthrough. 

58. Sabao, Tsuyoshi and Nishiyama, Daise CGeneral Manager and Chief, Personnel Department, 
respectively~ Toyota Autobody Company), "Technical Skill Evaluation System," ICQC, 
1969, Tokyo. 

Interesting raport of how Toyota Body Works dealt with the problem of growth in a 
market where jobs outnumbered the people availabl.e for them. Their ratio of new 
employee to experience is 1:3. Education, training, identification of problem a=eas 
all enter into it. 

59. Sagai, Mrs. Kimiko, "A Practical Example :J!f QC Circle Activity," (Matsushita Ele::::tric 
Company, Ltd. ·t ICQC, 1969, Toyko. 

Mrs. Sagai provides insight into how a lea~ person in Japanese industry utilizes 
statistical techniques and training to UfX3'1r'ade employee knowledge and improve quality. 
One gains a feel for the personal involvements of the J.a.panese worker for each other. 

60. Schleicher, William F. , "Quality Circll..es Save Loc:<heed Nearly !;) 3 Million in Two Years, " 
Quality, May 1977, pp. 14-17. 

Lockheed was the first large u.s. company to try Juality Control Circles. Outline 
of method and results. Title expresses their opinion. 



61. Swartz, Gerald E. and Comstock, Vivian c., "One Firm's Experiences with Quality 
Circles," Quality Progr·ess, September 1979, pp. 14-16, Wes-tinghouse, Baltimore, MD, 

Electronics plants experience with starting Quality Circles. Emphasis on training 
and preplannning as a prerequisite for success. They used outside consultants. 

·62. Takasu, Hiroshi, "Measures for the Omission of Wire Harness Clamps in the Body 
Assembling Process," ICQC, 1969, Tokyo. 

·Excellent ex3.1nple of QCC in action to solve a real problem. Japanese move care
fully but thoroughly. Consensus approach to problem solving with a sound 
statistical ~ase. 

63. Tanenbaum, Morris (President, New Jersy Bell), "A Special Responsibility," Bell 
Telephone Magazine, 1980. 

Technologists must aid in the educational process if Americans are to develop the 
deep understanding of the technology they'll need to advance human welfare. 

64. Yamamoto, Mititaka, "The Japanese--Homogeneity Promotes 'Ikigai' ,".Quality Progress, 
September, 19'80. 

"Ikigai" is the Japanese way of finding individuality through living a worthwhile life 
even thoush they often sublimate themselves to group thinking. A Japanese 
scientist with over 600 patents explains why Quality Circles work from a cultural 
point of view. He suggests that u.s. culture may be changing so we too can know 
and find "Ikigai." 

65. Time, "How Japan Does It," March 30, 1981. 

Excellent article that tells how Japan does it with respect to quality and production. 

66. Arbose, Jules R., "Quality Control Circles: The West Adopts A Japanese Concept," 
International Management, Dec~nber 1980, pp. 31-39. 
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APPENDIX 2 - QCC CONSULTANTS 

Davida M. Amsden, 5216 Tilbury Road, Dayton, Ohio 45424 

Robert T. Amsden, Associate Professor of Management, University 
of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio 45469 

Jefferson Beardsley & Associates, 4998 Harmony Way, San Jose, 
California 95130 

Robert E. Cole, Director, Center for Japanese Studies, The 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,' Michigan 

Edward w. Deming, The George Washington University, Washington, 
DC 20052 

Donald L. Dewar, Quality ·circle Institute, 1425 Vista Way, 
Airport Industrial Park, P. o. Box 0, Red Bluff, 
California 

Price Gibson, Price Gibson & Associates, Inc., Hudson, Ohio 44236 

J. M. Juran, Management Consultants, New York, NY 

Wayne s. Rieker, Quality Control Circles, Inc., 14850 Baranga 
Lane, Saratoga, California 95070 
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